Abstract. In our previous paper, we have proposed a framework for automatically translating tree-processing programs into stream-processing programs. However, in writing programs that require buffering of input data, a user has to explicitly use buffering primitives which copy data from input stream to memory or copy constructed trees from memory to an output stream. Such explicit insertion of buffering primitives is often cumbersome and worsens the readability of the program. We overcome the above-mentioned problems by developing an algorithm which, given any simply-typed tree-processing program, automatically inserts buffering primitives. The resulting program is guaranteed to be well-typed under our previous ordered-linear type system, so that the program can be further transformed into an equivalent stream-processing program using our previous framework.
Introduction
There are two ways for processing tree-structured data such as XML [1] : one is to manipulate data using a tree representation (e.g., DOM API [16] , XDuce [4, 5] , CDuce [15] in the case of XML processing), and the other is to use a stream representation (e.g., SAX, in the case of XML processing). Since large treestructured data are typically stored in files using the stream representation, the former approach requires that the data be first loaded into memory and converted into the tree representation. On the other hand, the former approach has an advantage that it is easier to read and write programs.
To take the best of both approaches, in our previous paper [7] , we have proposed a framework in which a user can write a tree processing program, which is then automatically transformed into an equivalent stream processing program. For example, consider the programs in Figure 1 . A user writes the treeprocessing program, which takes a binary tree t as an input, and returns the tree whose leaf values are incremented by 1. A system then automatically transforms the program into the stream-processing program, which is more efficient for data stored in the stream representation since there is no need to construct trees on memory. We have implemented a generator of XML stream processing programs based on the framework, and confirmed that the approach works well for certain programs [6] .
Our previous framework [7] , however, imposes a severe restriction on treeprocessing programs. The framework can deal with only programs that access each node of an input tree only once, in the depth-first, left-to-right order. For example, consider the program swap deep in Figure 2 . It swaps the children of nodes whose depth is more than n. Stream-processing would be effective since the program traverses the input tree mostly in the depth-first, left-to-right order, but our previous framework simply rejects it. In principle, a user can write any tree-processing by explicitly inserting primitives for copying data from an input stream to memory or copying constructed trees from memory to an output stream (both of which are called buffering primitives below). For example, one can rewrite the program swap deep to the program swap deep by inserting a buffering primitive s2m, which copies data from the input stream to memory. Our previous framework can then be applied to obtain a stream-processing program, which constructs only deep sub-trees on memory. Such explicit insertion of buffering primitives is, however, often cumbersome and worsens the readability of the program. Moreover, whether a program conforms to the access order restriction is checked by using a static type system with ordered linear types (inspired by ordered linear logic [12] ), so a programmer has to understand the type system to insert buffering primitives in appropriate places.
We overcome the above-mentioned problems by developing an algorithm which, given any simply-typed tree-processing program (without the access order restriction), automatically inserts buffering primitives. The resulting program is guaranteed to be well-typed under our previous ordered-linear type sysIll-typed tree-processing program:
Well-typed tree-processing program:
Resulting stream-processing program:
if n = 0 then swap (s2m t) else case read() of leaf ⇒ let x = read() in write leaf ; write x | node ⇒ write node; swap deep (n − 1) (); swap deep (n − 1) ()) Fig. 2 . A program which swaps children of nodes whose depth is more than n tem [7] , so that the program can be further transformed into an equivalent stream-processing program using our previous framework [7] .
For example, the program swap deep in Figure 2 , which is ill-typed in the type system in [7] , is translated into the program swap deep in Figure 2 using the algorithm presented in this paper. As swap deep is well-typed in the type system of [7] , it can be translated into a stream-processing program swap deep strm with the framework in [7] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review our previous framework [7] . Section 3 presents non-deterministic rules for inserting buffering primitives and proves the soundness of the rules. Then, we present a deterministic algorithm for inserting buffering primitives. We discuss related work in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.
Terms, values and evaluation contexts:
::= 1 | ω | + Fig. 3 . The syntax of the tree-processing language and types.
Language and Type System for Tree-Processing
This section gives an overview of our previous framework for generation of stream-processing programs [7] . The source language is a call-by-value λ-calculus extended with binary trees. The framework can easily be extended to deal with XML [6] . Figure 3 gives the syntax of the tree-processing language. The operational semantics is summarized in the full version [14] . The meta-variables x and i range over the sets of variables and integers respectively. The first line of M gives standard constructs for the λ-calculus. fix (f, x, M ) is a function that takes an argument to x and evaluates M . The whole function is referred to by f in M . We write λx.M for fix (f, x, M ) when f is not free in M . We write let
Language
The next line gives two kinds of tree constructors. leaf and node are constructors for non-buffered trees, which are intended to be represented in the stream format, and can be accessed only in a restricted manner. mleaf and mnode are constructors for buffered trees, which are stored in memory and can be accessed in an arbitrary manner.
The third line gives primitives for changing tree representations: The primitive s2m converts non-buffered trees to buffered trees, and m2s converts buffered trees to non-buffered trees. For a technical reason, we also have a construct letbuf x = M 1 in M 2 , which is operationally the same as (λx.M 2 )M 1 .
The last two lines of the definition of terms gives destructors for the two versions of trees.
Type System
As mentioned in Section 1, we use an ordered linear type system to ensure that buffered trees are accessed in the appropriate order (i.e., the left-to-right, depthfirst order).
The syntax of types is given in Figure 3 . As usual, Int is the type of integers and τ 1 → τ 2 is the type of functions from τ 1 to τ 2 . We have three kinds of tree types. Tree ω is the type of buffered trees. Tree 1 and Tree + are the types of input trees and output trees respectively.
A type judgment of our type system is Γ | ∆ M : τ . Here, Γ is a usual type environment, which is a mapping from a finite set of variables to types. We, however, impose a restriction that the codomain of Γ does not contain Tree 1 or Tree + . ∆ is an ordered linear type environment, which is a sequence of bindings x 1 : Tree 1 , . . . , x n : Tree 1 where x 1 · · · x n are different from each other. That environment specifies not only that x 1 , . . . , x n are bound to input trees, but also that each of x 1 , . . . , x n must be accessed exactly once in this order and that each of the subtrees bound to x 1 , . . . , x n must be accessed in the left-to-right, depth-first order. Figure 4 gives key typing rules. For the full rules, see the full version [14] .
Translation Algorithm
If a program is well-typed in the type system presented above, the program can be translated into an equivalent stream-processing program using a straightforward algorithm. Figure 5 shows the highlight of the algorithm A, which converts tree constructors into stream output operations, and tree destructors into stream input operations. For other term constructors, A simply works as a homomorphism; For example, Figure 2 is obtained from swap deep by using A.
The definition of stream-processing language is in our previous paper [7] . We have proved that the algorithm preserves the semantics of programs. For example, the rule Tr-StreamToMem says that to transform M under the assumption that x is an input tree, we can first insert the conversion s2m(x), and then transform M under the assumption that x is a buffered tree.
Note that the rules are non-deterministic in the sense that there may be more than one valid transformations for each source program M . We present an algorithm that choose one from possible translations in the next section.
The following theorem guarantees the soundness of the judgment:
Here, erase(M ) is the term obtained by removing s2m and m2s, and replacing constructors and destructors for non-buffered trees with those for buffered trees. The first property of the lemma means that the result of the translation is well-typed (so that our previous framework can be applied to generate a stream-processing program). The second property states that the semantics of the program is preserved by the transformation.
The following lemma guarantees that there is at least one valid transformation for any simply-typed program. Here, eraseuse(·) removes uses (+, 1, ω) from types. We can easily check that the relation Γ | ∆ M M : τ contains a transformation that is optimal (in the sense that the resulting program copies as few trees as possible to memory) among those preserving typing and the structure of the source program. To formally state that property, let us write M M if M is obtained from M by inserting letbuf x = s2m(x) in and m2s and/or replacing some occurrences of leaf , node, and case with mleaf , mnode, and mcase. The following theorem states that any transformation that performs only such replacement and preserves types can be obtained by the transformation rules in Section 3, so that an optimal transformation can also be obtained.
Theorem 2 (Completeness of
Note that if we allow more aggressive transformation, we may obtain a more efficient program. For example, consider the program
If we allow code duplication, we would have the following program:
The program above does not buffer x 2 , while any programs derived by Γ | ∆ M M : τ buffers x because f must have type Tree ω → Tree + . It is one of our future work to deal with such transformation.
Automatic Insertion Algorithm
The transformation rules presented in the previous section are non-deterministic in the sense that there may be more than one possible M and τ that satisfy Γ | ∆ M M : τ . We next present an algorithm for choosing one among those possibilities.
The algorithm consists of two sub-algorithms I and P. We focus on the algorithm I below, since P is fairly straightforward. P is briefly discussed at the end of this section.
Algorithm I
We first give an overview of the algorithm I. We shall introduce a new form of transformation judgment Θ M M : τ . Θ, called a semi-ordered type environment, is a combination of a type environment Γ and ∆. The rules for Θ M M : τ is more deterministic than Γ | ∆ M M : τ : In fact, there is only one transformation rule for each syntactic form of M . Using the new transformation rules, we can construct an algorithm I 1 , which, given Θ, M , and τ which may contain use variables to denote unknown uses, outputs M and C, where C is a set of constraints on the use variables such that θΘ M θM : θτ holds if and only if the substitution θ satisfies C. Using I 1 , the algorithm I works as follows.
Now let us look at the construction of I 1 more closely. We construct I 1 in three steps. First, we introduce a judgment
We first define semi-ordered type environments. The semi-ordered type environment is necessary since at the time of running I 1 , we cannot tell which variable should be put into an ordered linear type environment Γ and which should be put into an ordinary type environment ∆.
Definition 2. The use of a type τ , written |τ |, is defined by:
Below, we use the total order ≥ on uses, defined by ω ≥ 1.
Definition 3 (Semi-ordered type environment).
A semi-ordered type environment, represented by Θ, is a sequence x 1 : τ 1 , . . . , x n : τ n where each x i is distinct from each other and 
Intuitively, merge(Θ, Θ 1 , Θ 2 ) defined below means that if variables can be accessed according to Θ, then they can be first accessed according to Θ 1 and 
By the well-formedness condition of semi-ordered type environments, Θ 1 and Θ 2 can be decomposed into Γ 1 , ∆ 1 and Γ 2 , ∆ 2 , where Γ i is a sequence of bindings on types of use ω and ∆ i is a linear type environment. Thus, the conditions of merge(Θ, Θ 1 , Θ 2 ) above essentially mean that Θ is of the form Γ, ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 where Γ is obtained by merging Γ 1 and Γ 2 and adding extra bindings on types of use ω. Figure 8 shows a part of rules for
, which is used in the rule Tr-StreamToMem', is given in Figure 7 . It inserts s2m for each x such that Θ(x) = Tree 1 and Θ (x) = Tree ω .
. . . 
Based on the rules in Figure 9 , we construct I 1 in Figure 10 that takes Θ, M and τ as input and returns the result of translation M and constraints C. C consists of inequalities between uses and equalities between types. It is obtained by reading the rules in Figure 9 in a bottom-up manner. In Figure 10 , rename(Θ) returns a pair of the type environment obtained by replacing the uses variables occurs in Θ with fresh use variables, and a set of constraints for the renamed type environment being well-formed (i. Figure 9 . Only the latter derivation can, however, be derived by algorithm I 1 . This is because I 1 (M 1 + M 2 ) divides the semi-ordered environment Θ into Θ 1 and Θ 2 in a fixed way (see Figure 10) . This is not a problem from the viewpoint of the optimality of the transformation result: for any term M obtained from M by using the rules in Figure 9 , algorithm I 1 generates a term M that is as efficient as M . In the above example, M 1 is as efficient as M 2 (s2m(y) in both terms can be replaced by skip tree. See Section 5.), so that producing only M 1 is sufficient.
Let (M , C) = I 1 (M ). The constraints C can be reduced to a set of constraints on uses of the form {u 1 . . , u n , we can apply the standard algorithm [13] to obtain the least solution of C. The output of algorithm I is the term obtained by substituting the least solution for the use variables in M and reducing coerce.
Algorithm P
We design P in a way similar to I. We first introduce a judgment Γ M M : τ in a syntax-directed manner. Figure 11 shows a part of the rules for Γ M M : τ . In the figure, τ 1 P τ 2 is the least reflexive transitive binary relation that satisfies Tree + P Tree ω . Γ is not ordered since I already guarantees that variables of type Tree 1 are accessed in the correct order. Based on Γ M M : τ , we construct a sub-algorithm P 1 that takes Γ , M and τ , and returns M and C where C is a set of constraints on the use variables such that θΓ M θM : θτ if and only if the substitution θ satisfies C.
By combining I and P, we have an algorithm that transform any program M such that ∅ M : Tree → Tree into M such that ∅ | ∅ M : Tree 1 → Tree + . For the definition of P, see the full version [14] .
